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Conventions

I shall adopt the convention of putting all spirit names in italic; one proper name followed by another in italic refers to a medium in trance. Thus David/Kafudzi means David possessed by Kafudzi. The people of Chiota did not always make it clear whether they were referring to a spirit *qua* spirit, to a spirit presented through a medium or to a spirit-medium who was not in trance. Thus in everyday speech, ‘Kafudzi’ could mean either *Kafudzi* acting independently of its present medium, *Kafudzi* as presented by David in trance, or David as a normal person. The convention that I have adopted makes it possible to make these distinctions while retaining the ‘confusions’.

After the research on which this book is based, Rhodesian currency was decimalised. I have, however, retained the old notation of pounds, shillings and pence.

Names of individuals and certain spirits have been altered, and at times I have merged two people into one and vice versa.